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The 'resurgence of the feminist M;).rement during the last decade has

pi4vied theimpetus for, an intensive reexamination of the functional

valUe4of traditional, 'male and female sexroles. Rapidly accumulating

empirical evidence clearly indicates that rigid adherence to sortihl roles

assigned on the basis of sex and delineated in accordance with sex role

stereotypes limits the human potential of men-and women (Bem, 1976; Bem

t-
.40.mogjenney, 1976; Heilbrun, 19 \6; Spence, Helmreich, & Stapp; 1975a).

Nevertheless, the adequacy_of men's and women's behavior initheir socially

defined roles continues to be evaluated on the basis of h8w well those

behaviors conform to expectations

(Tresemer &Pleck, 1974).

goliv'example, hte results

defined along stereotypic lines

of a number of studies assessing college

students' reactions to women depicted as deviating from,the stereo

typically female role by displaying competelite (presumably a male

appropriate characteristic) suggest that

a tively.valued than equally competent

competent women are less

men (Bem & Bem,..1970; Deaux &

aynor, 1973; Dipboye, Fromkin, & Wiback, 1975; Pldelt:: 1970; Goldberg,

1968'; Pheterson, Kiesler, 4 Goldberg, 1971)., Indeed, the price of

such deviation has even been.found to include ial rejection (Hagen &

1In V. R. Boehm (Chair), Sex effects in leadership and job related
behavior: What's happening? Symposium presented at, the meeting of
the American Psychological Association, San Francisco, August, 1977.,
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Kahn, 1975 Horner, '1972; Schaffer & Wegley, 1974). This is true despite

the fact that competent women are generally preferred to incompetent ones

(Deaux, 1972; Spence & Helmreich, 1972; Spence, Helmreich, & Stapp,

1975b) and that competent women with masculi4 'interests arVpreferred

to Tomp7etent women with feminine interests,(Kristal, Sanders, Spence, &

Helmreich, 1975; Spence & Helmreich, 1972). at least As long as those

masculine i4terests do not preclude feminine concerns such as marriage

and childrearing (Kristal et al., 1975; Shaffer & Wegley, 1974). These

findings may be interpreted as evidence for increased societal tolrrance
. .

for women,who endorse masculine attitudes and values and behave accord-.

ingly.

N

Unfortunitely,A,,ittle is knpiin about the reactions of others t:o
- - r
.

. , or , . 4
males who deviate from the stereot9vically defined masculine role, al-

io& %

though it has een widely-assumgd that the maie role IN even more narrowly

I is

V.

defined tha the female ong. For example, ttlere somvevidence to sug-

gest that sax -ioledeviance-is more severely punished when displayed
A

by boys than girls (Fling &.Maresevitz, 1972; Lansky,,1967;.Hartleyn

1959). Furthermore, Seyfrild and Hendrick (1973) found thatikollege

studeets rated a man whose expressied attitudes were considered inappro-

priate for his. sex (such as endorsing the sitatement, "If I marry, I

would enjoy,preparIng meals for my family") as less socially attractive

than a,wbman with masculine attitudes.

However, the results of two recent studies (O'Leary & Donoghue, Note 1;

O'Leary & DonOghue, Note 2) attempting to assess whether men depicted

as deviorini from the traditi6nally defined male role risk,dgvaluatiOn

suggested that the latitude of tehavior deemed acceptable for men was not

5
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limited by the traditional masculine stereotype. In the first study, a

male stimulus parson (SP) portrayed as deviating from the "masculine"

stereotype by displaying nontraditional traits (warmth and expressive-

tress) and nontraditional vocational interests (kindergarten teaching)

was preferred to a male SP who was depicted as displaying traditional'

traits (dontinance and aggression) and as interested in pursuing a

traditionally "masculine" career (business}.

The lack of correspondence between subjcuts reactions to hypotheti-
J

cal and "real" others with whom they interact has ofteneleen,noted in

the psychological literature (Hagen & Kahn, 1975). In study two, male

cand female college students interacted in teree-perSon groups with a

maleyEonfederate who adopted either a nontraditional (pick him up after

school. every day) or a traditional (tell.him to fight back) stance toward

the' problems of an 8-year-old boy called a sissy by a peer.. Although

the nontraditional SP was not preferred to the" ztaditional one'he

was not devalued by College students, regardless of their.sex suggesting

that a greater (or potentially greater) flexibility of action is afforded

adulAmen (as compared to adult women) in cocitemporary society.
7

The current study was designed to further explore the implications

of these findings by assessing college students' reactions to both*men

and'women who were portrayed as behaving in a manner either congruent or

incongruent with sex-role stereotypically -based social expectations (e.g.',

either crying or evidencing anger in response to either the death of a

Spouse-or severe job criticism).
A

lb
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Subjects \

The subjeCts employed in the current study were .201' students enrolled

in introductory level psychology courses a moderate-size midweStern

.

unicrersity who volunteered to participate in an experiment of extra credit. .

P -, 1 . ,

The 94 women and i107 men were randomly assigned tone of eight situation/
\_

sex of performer /behavior conditions.

Materials..

The stimulus materials produced for the. current study consisted of

four one-minute videotape recordings of an actor or an actress cryi,4 or

evidencing anger. Pretests indicated that 10 male and 10 fetale college

A
students found the visual level of intensity.of the emotions expressed by

ve;4

the actor and actress to be approximately equal. Auditory stimuli were not

used

Subjects were asked to indicate the extent to which "the character"-,

istics of the person" and "the characteristics of the task" caused the

S.

performance to which they were exposed. Responses were made on separate

7-F/int scales labeled at 0 ("had very little impact") and at 7 ("had

very great impact "). 'Subjects were also asked to estimate on an 11-point

,scale, anchored at 0,and 100, the perCentageof performers who would

have flayed the rolein a fashion'similar to the one they had just

witnessed, Three additional 7-point scales werei.used to tap thes*bj'ects'

evaluations of the actor or actress' performance ivery poor-very good),

the appropriateness of that performance given the role (very appropriate-
,

very inappropriate), and 'the advisability of hiring the performer in the

fut4e (definitely yesrdefinitely no).

1
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In order to assess the subjects' perceptions of the performer as

sex typed (masculine or feminine) or androgynous044ey were asked.to.

. describe her or him on,the Bem Sex Role Inventory (Bem, 1974)(. The

1",

BSRI is comprised-of a Masculinity Sdiie and a Femininity ,Scale, each

of which contains 20 personality charaCteristics selected on the.basis

of sex-typedwsoCial desirability. Characteristics selected for the

Femininity Scale include affectionate, gentle,knd understanding;

characteristicsselec'ted fot the Masculinity Scale include ambitious,

4) I '

dominant, and self-reliant. The BSRI also contains 20r-'items generally

held to be socially desirable for both 4iexes (for example, conscientious,

sincere,..and adaptable). Subjects indicated on a 7-point scale from 1

("Never or almost never true") to 7 ("Always or almost always true*

pw well each characteristic described the performer. The,degree to

4
which the performer was perceived as sex-typed was 'defined as the

seudent'sg-ratio for the difference between the total points assigned
.

to the feminil and masculine attributes, respectiveiy.
.

Finally, subjects were asked to, indicate the extent to which the

performer, and his or her behavior, was perceived as masculine or few-

inne on two separate bipolar semantic differential scales. Two

additional open ended"questions asking for a degcription of the

perform.Ws,behvior and the situation to which t e or she was(responding,
4

served as manipulation checks'.

Procedure

. .

Subjects were scheduleefOur at a time. Upon arriving at the.labora-,
tory subjects were seated -in separate cubicles containing a .Videotape

monitor equfpped with headphones, The were told to put on, the headphones

t)
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in order, to receive further instructions. Tile sex of the experimenter
'0

and of the person issuing thepinstructions was randomly. varied for

.

approximately halfoftpile"%ubjects in .each condition.

The experiment waq/introduced as part of a research program

4esigned to explore how women and men cope with predic'table crises of

adult life. Subjects were told that as a'first step-in the project a

number of professional perforipers had been hired to respond to a specific

adult crisis in the way they thought most peop44 would, and that each I

of them would be exposed to xmcl_ asked to eva ete a different video-taped

performance in order to aid the reseercherVin selecting performers to

make additional videotapes for a subsequent study.

One of two situations t
V
o which the performer was asked to respond

wasthen introduced. Halfof the subjects were told that, the performer

you are about to view was asked to,portray, "a person whose boss has just

severely criticized their performancepn the job". (work). The other

half of the subjects were told they were viewing "a person who has just

been told about the 'death"of their spouse" (death).

Following-the 1-minute visual presentation subjects were instructed

to open the evaluation booklets provided by the experimenter at the

beginning of the session. They were reminded to give their honest

impressions of the performer in order to facilitate the "best possible

hiking decision 'for the next study." In order to insure anonymity
.

.. , " Olt \
subjects were told not to put' heir names on the evaluation booklet and

to place it in the, designated "evaluation box" when they finished before

opening the cubicle door to signal theexperitenter. Finally, they were

,cgutionedto wait for the signa l to "begie and to answer the questions

in the order in which they appeared in the booklet.

4
J
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with one exception.. 'The t open ended queStions which served as manipu,.

,

.

lation checks were presented first. Af;or theevaluation booklets were'

'. . a
. .

completed, subjects were debriefed, theif questions were answered and

7 I
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The materials detailed above were presented 6.n the order described" .

th-y were thanked for their participation. As they left the laboratory

the experimenter,cautioned diem not to discuss the study with anyone

else as the eiperimental design was complex and marry of their classmates
,

would be asked to participate during the' course of the semester.

fr

'Results

The experiment was designed as a 2 x 2,:x 2 x 2 factorial with all

factors between SliNects. there were two levels each of sex of subject,

situation (death and work), sex of performer, and emotion (anger ant'

crying) .

The openended responses to the two questidns that served as manipu
et

lation checks, "Describe what the performer did on the videotape," and'

7
Describe the situation to which the 'perfOrmer responded" were coded for

. - t

accuracy of perception. In no case were thi bjects' descriptions of

either the behavior of the performer or the situation to which he or she

k

1 responded at odds with the intended manipulations. Subjects accurately

Pft

. .

. .
.

differentiated between visual presentations of anger end crying and

accurately reported the situation to which the performer responded as death

of spouse or job criticism.

The 2x2x2x2 analysis,of variance on Ibbjects' ratings of.the

extentto which the performer's emotional response was caused by,"the

characteristics o£ -the perFon": yielded a significant main effect for Sex
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of Subject, 180) = 10.00, 22 = .00g. Female' subjects were more

I

.

likely to attribute the cause of the perfo'rmers' Imotional response f

"something about the person'' (M = 4.44) than were male subjects = 3.73).

A significant interaction for Sex ofStbiect by Emotion, F (1, 180) = 4.36,

2 = .03 was also obtained. Female subjects were more likely tq view anger

as personally caused (,L= 4.50) than were male subjects (M = 3.32) althouth

this difference did not reach significance when Tukey's HSD Test (Kirk,',

1968) was applied. No other main
1

effevs or interactions were ebtained

involVing Sex of Subject orl'any of the dependent measufes.

The 2-x 2 x 2 x 2 analysis of variance on subjectls' ratings of the

extent to which the emotional response o the performer was caused by some

"characteristic of the situation" (or environment) revealed only one signifi-

cant effect; a main effect fort Situation, F (1, 179)= 1.74, 2 = .05.

Subjects were more likely to attribute the perforters r response to death

as situationally caused (M = 4.9) than the response towirk criticism (M =

4.0).

Analysis of subjects' estimates of the percentage of performers (out

of 100) who would respond to'the,situation as did the one they witnessed

revealed a significant main effett for emotion, F (1, 83) = 6.23,.2 = .01.

Subjects viewed anger as less characteristic (48.9%) than crying (5648%)

regardless oL.situation. Significant interactions f.or Situation by Emotion,

.F (1, 183) = 13.86, 2 = .000And Sex of Performer by Emotion, F (1, 183) =

18.63, 2. = .000 were also obtained. .Subjects'were likely to view cryihg

in the face of death as more characteristic than anger and to view female

tears as morecharacteristio than female anger although again, these dif-

ferences did not reach significance using Tukey's HSD.

le*
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. .

Despite evidence based on Oretests.that the intensivof the two
. '

.

lpw.

emotions dis5layed were approximately eqqal knd thtt there were no dif-

ferences as a function of the sex of,performerria sigpificant main.effeet.

111,

was obtained for Emotion, F (1, 180) = 7.83, 2 = .005. Subjects who, viewed

4
the performer crying rated the performance higher than'subjects who viewed

,

them eGidencing aner. This effect was most prb oueed when the 4emale

performer cryed, (1, 180) = 5.27, 2 = .925 although multiple comparisons
.

of the means for)Sex of Stimulus Person and Emotion failed to reveal any

significant differences.

r-

'f Aniirlyss g,
the subjects' perceptions of the extent to which the,per,-0

,d

.
. 4 '1

former was sex-typed (masculine Aerli4emini+) revealed stglificant main

effects for Sex of Performer, F. (1, 184) =;165;66, 2 = .000, an Emotion,

i ,

..

F (1, 184) - 8.93, 27 .003. 4The.feIala prformer was viewed a4 more

feminine thAn the mall performer And crying was viewed asmore feminine

than anger. A significantinteraction between Sex of Performer and Ethotion

F (1, 184) = 7.33, 2 = .007, w4s. also obtained. Subjects viewed thecfetale

performer's emotional responseS .(M = 4.45 ancf`K= 5.56) as more feminine

than the male performer's emotional responses (M = 2.48 and LI = 2:53).

This effect Was most pronounced when the female performer cried.

Analysis of the subjects' perception of the extent to which the,be-
A

havior of the peiformer was Sex-typed masculine or,feminine .revealed signifi-
.

.

cant main effects fgr Situation, F (1) 184) = 18.55 .2, = .000, Sex of

Pegormer, P7(1..1.84).7. 53.44, 2 = .000, anvil Emotion. (1, 1841 ='51.40,

2 = .000). Subjects rated performers' responses to death as more feminine
4

than their,responses to work. They also rated the female performer as more

,

feminine than.the,male performer, and crying as d more feminine emotion

i )

ta,

1
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than anger.

o? tterformfr

E (1, 184) =

Significant

I(1, 184)

22.03, 2.,=

'Androgynous Men:.

101.x.

-interactions were obtained for Situation by,$ex

, a

= 9:73 = .002,. and Se;;. of Performer by Emotion,

.000, The male performer's response to work was

viewed as more fer5*nine (M =.2.38) than4his response to death (M = 3.89)

4
but not as feminine as that of- the female performer in either situation.

(Ms = 4.51 and 4.75, respectiyely)
A
The bihavior of the female performer'was

viewed as more masculine when she evidencedranger (M = 3.42) than when she<
o

cried (M. = 5.84). The behavior of the male perfoimerwas seen as more

masculine than that of the female for both-qying (M = 2.89) and ange'

(M = 3.39). 4
Subjects; ratings of the performer's Characterisacs on the BSRI^were

scored using the procedure recommended by Bem (1974). A 2 x 2 x 2 x 2

analysis of variance on those scores-indicated that performers responding

to work criticism were seen as igniEicantly more masculine (M = 2.93)
'4

than those responding to- death (M = 3.35), F 184).= 22.48, 2. = .000,
1

that male performers were rated as significantly moreculine = 3.35),

than female' performers ^(M = 2.99), F (1, 184) = 3.98, 2. = .05e and that

crying was. seen as signifidantly less masciline (M = 2.2i) than anger CM =

4.06), F (1, 184) = 05,85, 2. = .000. A significant interaction hgtween

Situation and Emotion, F (1, 184) = 6.33, 21.,= .01, revealed that the per-
t

former whO evidencednger in response to either work criticism (M = 4:06)

or death (A 4.06) wasperceived as more masculine tha one who cried in response

to work criticism (M = 1.83) or death (M' = 2.73).

Finally, the results of a regression analysis revealed that the

a

extent td which perceivers rated the behavior of thee performer as sex-typed

masculine was primarily a un tion of the extent to which they viewed the per-

f.Oremr himself or herself as masculine or androgynous. These two variables

(-

accounted to 51% of the variance obtained:
11

4 .
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overall results ,cof the 'eurVept St dy provide
s.

, i ' - '

the
,

contem v.itition that men Ale4et(09he2s-tsereotypically
.

44

role
4
do not risk devaluation. Male and female college studentsagreed that

further support for '4

maSculine.

11.

angerwas more charaeteristfc of men thanyomen, that crying was a' more
:.

common response to deaththan anger, and that cuing is femini e-andatger
%

were unwilling to devalue 'a male stimulus-,personma9culine. However;"they
_

x.
wholbriedin response to severe job criticism. On the tither hand, they

A .*

'rated the behavior of a'fetale stimq.us.personswho evidenced anger in,

response to job critieism as inappropAtMnamasculine. these results
A A.

,suggest that pereivers view "cross sex". behaviorsoln women ldss pOsitively
,

than in men, and imply that mem have then. potential to exercise:a c3hsider-
. .

.
4

4 --'
.:-1

able amount.of freedO
.

M in responding to enviconmental.demands. Not dnLy

do adult males appear to have a
'

4ex:ole approprrate.behavior than

of that behavior appera-to

potentially wider latitude cif acceptable

engage- in it.

found that the

adult women but the acceptability

be determine4, in:fact',,by the fact that males

For exaMple,,itta a recent se ies of studies Touhey (1974 a, b)

"promiSe" of greater male i volvementan'lields traditionally

reserved for women enhatiZed

the "threat:'. of greater numbers of

the perception'of their value. -in contrast,
4

4
women entering-mile-dominated professions;

AIM

was sufficient to lead to thdevaluation of.4the

subjects Of both sexes.
t.

as deviating from their

4

Yet, in bot aloes,

stervo*Jpieally deeilikd roles.

occupations thebselves
:

by

men and women were,idepicte'd_,

A The negative" impact of sex-Kolesfereotyp

about whom little information is availabl ,are

46-,d

so apparent when' women

evaluated do npt see
.

to

affect the evaluatiOn of mew. Itshould, of course, 'be noted,that the

A f

1-,
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-current results were obtained in a social psychology laboratory and may

noete replicable iii the,fielid. Subordinates, peers, and supervisors
. .

,

might not respond to a male worker's tears In the same way they,would to, his
.. .--

, -

anger., Yet, these results suggest that adult men canexhibi feminine

1,
traits.-(,ge..., concern) and femininebehaviors (e.g., con§ideration) wt thou]

./-! .

being labeled deviant. Such andrognous men -may be abl to ion

efectiVeiy in the roles of both social emotional and t

this ,respect. represent the "best of both worlds."

,z0irrit .

0

.01
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Androgynous Men: The "liesi of Both WdrldS?",

Measure

Disposition Male
Female

.Environment Male
Female

% Performers Male
Female

Perforpance

Appropriate

Hire

Sex typed
performer

Sex tylpd.
. behligior

BS RI

Male
Female

Male
female

Male
m

e

Female

'Male
Female

Male
Female

Androgynous Men:

16S

Male perforiner
z Death ;fork.

.7 Anger Cry Anger Cr;:

Female performer
Death Work

Anger Cry Anger Cry

3.27 4.00 3.60 -14.53 5.11 3.87 3.33 4.11
4.35 383 4.50' 4.09 4.28 5.14 4.73 4.38

4.83 4.40 3.50 4.30 4.88 4.75 3.55 3.88
4.78 4.00 3.92 4.89 5.21 44.92 4.13 3;92

54.1 61.0' 65.0 44.6 33.3, 72.5 45.5 .64.4

50.0 50.0 57.0 47.6 36.0 67.1 50.6. 47.8

4.75 5.20 5,10 4.76 4.00 5.62 4.11 5.11
4.78 4.66 4.78 5.19 4.66 6.07 4.64 4.71

5.00 5.40 3.70 3.82 3.98 I 6.25 3.77 4.55
4.35 5.25 5.21 4.42 3.73 5.42-`. 3.71

4.41. 4.70 3.80 ' 3.33 3.88 5.25 3.33 4.11
4.28 4:33 4.00, 4.19 3.66 5.71 '2.93 3.28

2.16 c 2.50 2.90 '3.33 4.22 5.87 J4.33 5.44

2:81\ 2.00 2.64 2.33 4.93 5.00 4.33, 5.92

2.16 2.70 4.10 4.30 3.33 6.25 3.22 x`5.77

2.00 2.66 3,28 3.90 3.40 5.06. 3.73 6.28
00

4.16 2.66. 4.00 1.46 3.88 2.75 3.66 1.77

4.50 3.16 4.00 2.42 3.73 2.33 4.40 1.42

O'Leary
APA, 1977-

./
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